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XSB2C-1 — It's the Navy's new dive-bombing sensation—Test Pilot Bill Ward at the stick
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The smoke of slower-burning
Camels contains
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than the average of the 4 other

*

largest-selling brands tested —less than
any of them —according to independent

I

scientific tests of the smoke itself!

BY BURNING 25%
SLOWER than the aver
age of the 4 other largestselling brands tested —
slower than any of them
— Camels also give you
a smoking plus equal,
on the average, to
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Test Pilot Bill Ward shares the Navy
man's preference for the cigarette
of costlier tobaccos... Camel
i /

THE CIGARETTE OF
COSTLIER TOBACCOS
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"YOUR EARS CRACKLE and pop. You think," says Bill,
"the whole world's trying to squeeze the daylights out of
you. You think maybe they have, if things go a little foggy
or dark when you're pulling out of your dive." After a ride
like that, a Camel tastes mighty welcome.

HOW DOES IT FEEL to dive straight down from several
miles up? Bill Ward knows. He's the test pilot who put this
amazing new Curtiss dive bomber through her paces for the
Navy. That's Bill (left, above) smoking his (and the Navy
man's) favorite cigarette. He'll tell you—

28% LESS
NICOTINE

•

ti

of tests, Bill Ward adds: "Those
recent laboratory tests show ing less nicotine
in the smoke of Camels only go to prove what I've
always found in my smoking —Camels are milder
in lots of ways. That's what counts with me."
Light up a Camel yourself. You'll know in the
first few flavorful puffs why, with men in the
service*... with the millions behind them ... it's
Camels. ('"Based on actual sales records in the
Army, Navy, Marines, and Coast Guard.)
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This Issue
Mildred Van Overen is 18, and a freshman at the
University of Michigan. She wrote Out on a Promon
tory (p. 3) last year for a literary group in her highschool in Grand Rapids, Michigan. Miss Van Overen,
like every other young woman who appears in these
pages, is blonde and pretty and writes poetry. She
would like to be in the diplomatic service, although she
does not eat lunch.
LeRoy Leatherman says that he will probably not be
publishing any more this year. If the article he has
edited (p. 9) is well-circulated, he will very probably
not be publishing any more this year, so in this issue
you will also find a story by Mr. Leatherman (p. 5),
and a review (p. 13). Last week Mr. Leatherman
helped a butcher, and this week he said, among other
things, that he wished he had written "The Tell-Tale
Heart."
Robie Macauley, at last communication, was writing
for a publication in Grand Rapids about a convention
of hotel men (" 'If prices go up we've simply GOT to
raise our rates!'") He was also working, however, on
one or two little things which will not appear in the
Grand Rapids publication. The Ascent Toward Heav
en (p. 7) is the second of three stories about an amuse
ment park. The first was published last month; the
third will be shortly.
Walter Elder is arranging his youth again (p. 14).
He is also writing about what he is going to do when
he grows up, but those stories will not appear here.
These notes are committed to the policy of simple
descriptive statement, so The Old George's Country
Walk (p. 4) goes unglossed. Sorry.
John Goldsmith, in addition to reviewing one of the
important Fall books, (p. 28), has given us another
short story about commerce (p. 12). Nobody knows
why he writes them.

This is to remind you that $25 goes to the writer of the best story about Kenyon or the Kenyon locale, and to tell you that recently a friend of HIKA's gave
us $10 to give to the freshman who prints here this year the best story, prosepiece, or poem. The judges for the Kenyon-story will be chosen by the donor;
we get to pick the freshman-piece.
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Mildred Van Overen

Out On A Promontory
One damp morning, quite cold for late Sep
tember, I went down to the beach to get an im
pression. I had done this every morning of the
year I had spent at the shore. When I saw the
big breakers dash up against the rock promontory
out a way and when I saw the foam caps on the
icy waves, it was like getting a splash of cold
water in my face in the morning. I got to think
ing a battered old piece of driftwood was pretty.
That's how you get after a while there.
I was out to get a good look at things before
too many people came down to spoil the view.
Nearly all the vacationists had packed up and left
a month ago, but a few remained to clean and get
their cottages ready for the winter. The wind
was blowing hard and I was glad I had my warm
slacks on. The sand on the beach looked weatherbeaten and white and the sky was deep blue. I
went down toward the water a way and sudden
ly I noticed that someone was standing out on the
rock promontory. 1 didn't recognize him as any
of the cottagers about that end of the beach. Prob
ably someone from town I thought. Just as I was
turning back he saw me and I felt as if someone
had put a knife in my back. My heart pounded
and I walked swiftly back along the long stretch
of highway to the White Hall where 1 stayed—
a hotel I guess it was although it wasn't big. You
could get a good view of the
ocean from it.
My heart didn't stop pound
ing until lunch and by that time
I'd decided to return to the beach
although I usually painted or
wrote letters in the afternoon. I
couldn't tell what kind of passion
was running through my ordin
arily emotionless body, but I knew
there was some terror mixed in it.
NOVEMBER, 1941

The sun was shining very brightly by then and the
wind had died down quite a bit. I made my way
slowly, strengthened by the blue sky and the sun
and the dazzling white sand. Before I had time
to look out there I saw him standing on the beach
near old Mr. Bailey's big summer fishing boat. He
was barefoot and his pant legs were rolled up a
way. My impulse was to run. I pushed on, call
ing a smile to my panic-stricken face. He was very
dark I noticed but I did not realize it immediately.
Very dark. Very dark. He smiled at me for a
long time and finally spoke. I can't remember
what he said or what I said but we carried on some
kind of conversation for half an hour. When I
turned to go he smiled at me and I thought surely
I would die. I went away shuddering, swearing
never to come back to that part of the beach again.
But I did go back and I saw him every day.
Sometimes at night I would wake up trembling
with a horrible emotion I could not identify or
control. One day I mentioned that I was some
times seized with a fear I couldn't account for.
We always talked about our feelings. We didn't
talk about the weather. Or anybody else. I
mentioned this in talk and I felt as if I were
jumping from a great height, blindfolded. He
turned quickly and savagely toward me and all
the feeling of horror welled up in my throat and
I screamed.
I began to cry and I turned to run away. He
caught me by the shoulder and I turned on him,
clutching his arm with a strength I never had be
fore. He ignored my grasp, although his arm
was white, and looked into my eyes quietly. For
the first time, I seemed to see his features. At
last I knew what to do. I apologized and it was
over. I can't remember what I said or what his
reply was, but he walked me home along the high(Continued on page 23)
3

The Country Walk
FIRST LOVER

Let us three, each another's best
If two we be, together test
Our love, if Nature a divider be,
Of three pairs to make one three.
SECOND LOVER

Find in the sun a threebankt stream:
If three (or one) ill fitting seem
To Nature, natural two fits me
Still less: third I am of the three.
THE BELOVED

Propose nor look too long, that looking
Be not enough. On this bridge, brooking
The three, in the sun like fish are we,
Three shadowd fish pairs of three.
George Hemphill

t
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LeRoy Leatherman

The Daylight Lady
She walked down the street, walking fast, did
not notice any shop windows, did not nod to the
people who went by, who nodded to her, only
followed the line of pavement carefully as if it
were a tight rope and she was balanced on it. She
held her shoulders up straight but allowed her
head to bend slightly forward so that her hair
parted at the center of her neck and fell in front.
Her shirt dipped slightly on the right side. It was
badly wrinkled. Her left shoe was untied. The
spring of her foot as she walked made it pop back
and slap against her heel. It was the only sound
she could hear.
She was near the end of the street. The edges
of the pavement were broken, and there were open
spaces between the buildings. A tin can broke the
line of the pavement and for an instant she stop
ped, wavered, about to fall from the tight rope,
her hands went out, poised flat, the fingers spread,
made into webbed feet, and she went on. At the
last building on the street, at the Dew Drop Inn,
a long squashed-in looking place (the roof sunk
in the center) papered with circus advertisements
three years old and with faded posters of girls
and packs of cigarettes, she stopped. The pave
ment in front of her was decorated with shattered
glass. She stood waiting for the slapping shoeagainst-heel sound to leave her ears, then she went
slowly through the glass and inside the building.
Long perpendicular streamers of crepe-paper
hung, like strips of bacon from the rafters. On
one side of the room they all were broken off
near the ceiling, neatly, and curled up, like friedbacon. She smelled stale beer and walked on
pushing the streamers away gently. She walked
around an overturned table that had one leg brok
en. There was a foreign silence in the room.

people pass. Once, when a man stopped and
looked in she crouched down, pulled the streamers
in front of her face. She thought she could hear
him breathe. Her arms got stiff, began to shake,
and she realized that he must be gone. She let
the streamers fall away from her face and there
was nothing but the sun and the bare street out
side. When Clarice finally came, she was old
from watching.
Clarice closed the front door and locked it
and pulled down the shades. The light in the
room became green. And she came through the
crepe streamers, saying,
"Charlotte, why didn't you wake me up. You
shouldn't have come here alone. Her voice was
steady and Charlotte felt better.
"Because I thought I ought to get here. I
thought someone might come in. Some kid.
You know how curious children are."
Clarice sat down opposite here in line with the
beer bottle. She yanked a few of the streamers
down from around them, then got a cigarette out
of the pocket of her blouse.
"You don't smoke, do you? I remember that
from last night."
"No. He tried a lot to . . . No, I never
started."
Clarice plunged the cigarette into the table

top.
"Thanks for the clothes. They fit."
"That's all I had."
"You've got a nice room. I never thought

She went to the corner and sat down at a table
that had a beer bottle standing directly in its
center. Through the streamers she could see
NOVEMBER,
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there would be a room as nice as that down
around Beauregard Street. You know, when a
street is dirty, people just don't think anything
around it is clean."
"Mrs. Fayne keeps it pretty clean. But she
can't do anything about the street."
"Has she got another room like it in the
house?"
"There's one like it right across the hall. An
old man lives there now but he's moving out on
the first. Maybe you could get it then."
"Maybe. I'll talk to her when we get back . . .
when . . . where is he? I don't remember."
Charlotte stood up, balanced herself with one
of the streamers.
"In the little room off the kitchen, where the
beer is."
Clarice got up and walked past her and dis
appeared among the streamers. Charlotte gripped
the streamer tight, then yanked it down. The
little tack that had held it onto the rafter bounced
across the table, and fell off the side. Then she
followed Clarice.
Clarice set an empty beer case up and sat on
it. Charlotte came in and leaned up against the
door-facing. Full beer cases were stacked higher
than their heads (almost to the ceiling) on the
left side of the room. A man's foot stuck out
from the stack near the ceiling.
"How did he get up there?"
Charlotte looked up the cases, saw how high
they were, then,
"I put him up there. I don't know how. I
must have used a chair."
"I couldn't have done it."
"I know. He came to you at night."
Charlotte looked away from the foot.
"How was he with you? I wondered lots of
times what he would be like at night. . .
Clarice began counting the beer cases with her
eyes.
"You can't say anything like that in words."
That s what I thought. I could always say it.
After he was gone I could always think it. That
isn't the right way."
"Why did you come here last night? He didn't
6

know you were coming."
"I guess because I wanted to see the night
lady. He never said anything about you but I
knew you were. I knew there was something he
had at night that I had never seen. I'm glad I
came now. I was sorry for a while last night."
"How did you know we would be here?"
"Because he kept saying dew-drop yesterday.
I thought he was just teasing me but now I guess
he was daring me to come."
Clarice looked up again at the foot.
"Which one of us did it? I don't remember."
Charlotte looked up at the foot.
"I don't know. I hope I did. I think we did
it together."
"We were drunk."
"Yes."
"I remember breaking the bottle so it would
have a jagged edge."
Clarice dug her fingers into her palm and
forced her eyes away from the foot to Charlotte.
"Don't you think we ought to wait until night
to move him?"
"No ... He always came to me about this
time. I want to move him now."
Clarice stood up. The beer case turned over
and clacked against the floor. The sound was
huge in the room. Charlotte stood listening, then
went out, came back quickly, bringing a chair. She
placed it carefully against the cases, tested it, then
got up on it and grabbed the foot. Clarice looked
away. Charlotte pulled hard, heard the bottle
caps rip his clothes, pulled again and realized
that he was caught.
"I'll have to climb up and push him out. His
clothes are caught. Hold the back of the chair
so I can stand on it."
Clarice's chin quivered, she brushed her hair
back from her forehead, looked deliberately at the
floor, and gripped the back the back of the chair.
Charlotte placed one foot on the chair-back, the
other into a hole in the stack, and pulled herself
up. Her face hit the bottom of his shoe. She got
a hold on a case near the wall, swung her foot
away from the chair, over to the cases, then pulled
(Continued on page 20)
HIKA for
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Robie Macauley

The Ascent Toward Heaven
They were preparing this at the pit. It looked
like something from the middle ages, it looked
suggestive of torture.
Four men in gray-black clothes moved around
in the middle of the open space. In the pit there
was a fire burning. Its low orange flame was
mixed with the black smoke it created. It seemed
to burn out of nothing or be a fire of hell, it was
so close to the ground, so hot and so low.
Supported by posts, above it was a puffy wad
of cloth, exactly the color of the smoke. A limp
mouth hung from it over the foul fire, swinging
slightly in the wind and the heat. A rope girded
and puckered it at the top. There it joined the
flabby, smoky mass of cloth, slowly expanding.
The men poked the fire and every little while
warned a crowd of children standing there to keep
back. Back and forth on the field around walked
the people of the town and their wives, dressed in
the summer fashions, straw hats and light dresses.
The balloon sucked hot air into its lapped and
shapeless sides. Slowly it expanded, but too slow
ly for the children who kept pushing each other
and edging forward as if to touch the obese, in
flating stomach.
But the men always chased them back and put
new coal on the fire, urging it to a still smokier
dull rage.
More and more people gathered from across
the field. The ball game was over. They stood
behind the children and some of the women
pointed at the drooping, leathery bag, beginning
to show a sort of roundness, and laughed at it.
The light fell little by little as the bag grew.
Out on the round blue lake the steamer blew its
whistle for the last trip before dinner.
The men around the bag piled on more coal
and at last they were able to take away the posts
and watch the paunchy round bulk float in the air.
held only by ropes fastened to square stakes in
NOVEMBER,. 1941

the ground.
The children clapped when this happened, and
after that the bag tightened its skin rapidly. The
people pressed closer in the circle and one of the
workers went up and stuck his fist into the cloth
side just above the mouth.
The people around gave out a noise of expec
tation. Suddenly there was a uniformed police
man pushing through them. "Get out of the
way," he said, "Give way."
There was a lane cleared of the people and the
children and into it appeared a shining-white
woman. She was dressed in a white aviator's
suit and crossed on her chest were black polished
straps. On her back was the heavy bundle of a
parachute. On her head was a white helmet with
goggles for a visor. She stepped forward toward
the balloon.
At the edge of her face and loosed from her
helmet were locks of waved black hair. Her face
was uneven with high cheekbones splashed with
red; jutting lips. Her eyes were unnaturally black
and her brows were unwomanly sharp. Her chin
was edged. Her whole face was rigid; like a
vampire.
The spreading bag revealed its patches of black.
The ropes were straight lines binding it to the
stakes in the ground. The men were ready to
release it.
The girl went forward and ex
amined the balloon. Beneath it,
laid carefully away from the fire,
was a net of ropes and steel bars,
shapeless on the ground.
A man in a black suit who had
followed the girl then lifted his
megaphone and began to shout
at the crowd.

a

{Continued on page 17)
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XVIII
LIBER I
Varus, station no oak prior to sure placement of sacred vine
'neath the shade of the Mons CatiUi, or close by stern Tiber's shore.
Peevish gods have withheld much from those who scorn at the godly boon.
Nor does bitter harass deign to away 'til sent by sparkling wine,
what man quaffing with friends while in a cool garden, reviews in thought
machinations of men: bent upon war; woeful of poor estate?
Who does not rather speak lightly of you, covetable Amor?
Or, what person does not pledge to praise thine, Bacchus, while raising
cups?
Yet, should any base mob leap o'er the bounds vested for temp'rate wine
Awesome warnings themselves tender: the brawl fought unto bloody hush
over spring wine, the boon foe, twixt 'caroused' Centaurs and Lapithae;
Thracians choosing between fas et nefas only through lusty fog.
Fair Bassareus, I never will rouse thee unpropitiouly
Nor reveal to the light what is concealed under the tinted leaves.
But I pray thee, Tiber, silence the dire crashing of tympanies
And the Phrygian horn; followed by Self-Love, then vain Arrogance
Holding high her inane head, and at last, Faith less opaque than glass.
— Richard Troxell
t
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Letters From A Volunteer
(Introductory Note: It seems now that the
main currents of thought in post-World-War
America were two: intensive mass education and
an uncalculated, rabid pacifism. It is not well to
question the wisdom of the former trend. The
latter has been up for questioning for the past
ten years. Recently the generation that is a pro
duct of these two trends has been taken to task
because it is just that—an inherently pacifistic,
highly intelligent generation. America's modern
army, enormous though it is, is not so important
because of its size (important to America, that is)
as it is important because of its personnel. It is
made up of the men of the post-war generation. It
is an army of men who have little sense of re
sponsibility because, when they were inducted,
they were still in the education process that was
to teach them to assume responsibility. An army
of men who were taught that peace was honor
able, that war was and always would be dis-honorable. They are sectionalists, before they are
nationalists. Men who must now be purged of
that pacifism and of that education. It is an army
of gentle people who threaten to remain gentle.
There have been a great many pronouncements'
about these men. It is said that they are good
soldiers, oftener bad soldiers; that they are soft;
that their morale is dangerously low, or beauti
fully high. The civilian attitude to the men de
pends on the newspaper the civilian reads. Or, if
the civilian is in close contact with the men it de
pends on the individual civilian. This writer is
native of a town that is the center for four of
America s army camps. The citizens of that town
welcome the soldiers and the boom-times they
bring but that is as far as it goes. The soldier, ex
cept in a few isolated instances, is a part of the
business world, the world that is left in town when
closing time comes. There is a great deal to be
NOVEMBER, 1941

said in defense of that attitude. But what of the
soldier?
Because of a conviction held by this writer
that the morale problem was a question of adjust
ment between soldier and civilian, between indi
viduals regimented militaristically and econom
ically, between men in the high standard of living
and men suddenly out of it, this writer, as a civil
ian who would soon not be, determined to learn
something about the soldier. Experience working
for the soldiers inside one of the largest of the
Southern army camps taught a great deal. But
primarily it taught that the morale was disasterously low. This writer has known modem de
serters and there are many of them. And men
too who booed a general during a speech on
American foreign policy; men who are danger
ously near rebellion.
The following are excerpts from letters writ
ten to me by one of those gentle people. He
volunteered for service in the army; he was not
drafted. Since his induction several months ago,
he has made a fine record, as fine a record as any
man can make who is more enamoured of peace
than of war. For obvious reasons, his name is
withheld.—LeRoy Leatherman.)
September 8, 1941 (Between maneuvers).
Another war has ended and peace reigns (I
do mean reigns) once more. So many wars have
been started and finished in the last month that I
have the dizzy feeling that I have participated in
at least half of the battles one reads about in
history books.
Our bivouac area for tonight is located east of
on that east and west road. I
the
was caught by the rain this afternoon with all of
my clothes spread out on the ground where I had
put them to dry and air out. So now I have no
9

dry clothes and I am confined. I am settled for
the evening, mosquito net up for protection
against those insects and the millions of little
grasshoppers that swarm around this very poor
camping ground. And I can't move for fear of
dislodging the net.
The town is still off limits for
Division.
I don't understand the army's action about this,
for our Division is certainly much better behaved
than the
•, which is allowed the full freedom
of
•. However, there are many enigmas in
the army, this being one of the lesser of them.
Today's news of Russian successes at the key
spearhead of the German drive is heartening but,
of course, counterbalanced by Germany's sinking
of an American ship in the Red Sea. Why do
they raise such a fuss about an incident made in
evitable by our foreign policy? Why should we
construe it as a war-provoking act on Germany's
part when she is using, in a zone clearly defined as
a war zone, the right that F. D. R. is certain to de
mand in a neutral zone? Aren't we headed for a
shooting war with the Axis? Doesn't it seem that
this is exactly what Washington wants? And, if
that is the case, wouldn't it be disastrous to do
such a thing when we are little better prepared
now than we were two years ago ?. . . And in the
meantime, here we are, we of the anti-tank com
pany, sitting behind wooden shields, blowing
tanks apart by waving bright orange flags ... so
what the hell?
(Note: No one knows better than the soldier him
self how well he and his outfit are prepared for
war. Almost to a man, the men in the Louisiana
camps will say, "I'd hate like hell to have to go to
war within the next two years. Half of us haven't
even shot real bullets out of our guns. We use
wooden shields for anti-tank guns. This is like
Hell's Boy Scout camp will be."—L.L.)
September 11, 1941.
It is damn difficult to get time to write a let
ter here, for when you do have some spare time
and sit down to write, someone comes along,
thinks you look much too comfortable and gives
you a detail. It often takes two or three days to
finish a letter. It is discouraging. To verify what
10

I just said, someone just came by and gave me a
rifle to clean.
(Note: More than likely, this order to clean the
rifle came from what the soldiers call a "shave
tail" (a lieutenant who has entered the services
through the Reserve Officer's Training Corps, one
who has been given the responsibility of com
manding a company without having even a minor
part of the training in army life that the men in
the company have). The shave-tail's position is
little short of pitiful. He has respect neither from
his men nor from his superiors. He can't possibly
function adequately in any capacity simply because
of his lack of experience. He is forced to teach
classes in map-reading, tactics, etc., to men who
know from experience twice as much about it as he
does. Often the non-commissioned officers are con
sulted on military problems before he is. One of
the favorite remarks of these officers and of the
privates is that "the average life-time of the lieu
tenant in the World War was one minute." —
L.L.)
September 19, 1941. (On Maneuvers).
Probably you have not gotten my last letters.
When the situation is tactical letters are some
times carried around for days before being sent
out and even then the service is sketchy.
The last two days have been dreadfully dull.
We are rear-guard for the division and we haven't
even seen an enemy since the problem began. Our
present gun position is fully exposed to the sun.
The nearest shade is half-a-mile away. We have
to spend two hours at a stretch on guard, on our
feet the whole time. It is hopelessly tedious. If
we don't see some action soon I'll be insane.
(This letter was interrupted at that point and
continued the next day).
As usual something happened to interrupt my
letter. This time we hurriedly abandoned our gun
position to move about twelve miles west on U. S.
, then south into the hills, We fooled around
for a while then went back to the old
plantation (or whatever it is called) where it was
announced that the first phase of the problem had
ended and that we were to have several days rest,
the second phase to begin Sunday evening. We
HIKA /of

moved again this morning, sat around all day
and didn't pitch tents until it was too dark to see.
The thing that exasperates me most about the
army is the inefficiency and blundering of certain
superior officers all through the army. That, and
their inability to understand the individual's feel
ings. It gives one a miserable feeling. And the
army is so infernally reluctant to withdraw the
slightest bit of control over the soldiers even on
Saturday night and Sunday. Time after time we
have been forced to do the most stupid things be
cause an order came from higher authority. To
day's event (I referred to it before) is a fair ex
ample. We sat around all day waiting for an
order to pitch tents. Nearly everyone else in the
regiment had already done so, but we had to sit
out in an open field with no shelter from the sun,
just to wait. When the order finally came it was
too dark to see a thing.
If we were given a definite period of our own
during which we could do anything we wished to
do with no interference from the army, it would
probably result in a terrific boost in morale. We
supposedly have time of our own but we have to
get away from camp to enjoy it. If we stay in
camp, there are a thousand details to be filled
and they are filled. If we don't go to church, we
are given dirty details. So it goes . . .
I know a soldier is supposed to do a certain
amount of grumbling. But when he nears a point
close to open rebellion (as is often the case here),
or when he despairs of everything, something is
definitely wrong.
(Note: At least seventy-five percent of the soldiers
to which this writer has talked have despaired of
any hope for a permanent place in the world after
their period of service. For the most part they are
men who have just completed their college edu
cation and had just begun their professional ca
reers when they are inducted. Or they are men
who were just beginning to do well at their first
important jobs . . . some of those jobs being ones
created by the temporary prosperity of the de
fense period. It is clear to them that they will
come away from the army a rootless group, a
group that must begin again the long process of
getting responsibility, if indeed that is possible at
NOVEMBER, 1941

all. They see themselves as the Spenglerian no
madic tribe, the last before Qiaos in Spengler's
prophesy for the decline of the West. —L.L.).
September 28, 1941. (On Maneuvers) .
The war is still raging according to newspaper
accounts and it seems unlikely that we will be
back in camp before October 1. This is quite a
blow. We all expected to be back there today.
We are still in reserve and the monotony is
deadly. It is like having everyone go off on a gold
rush and leave you chained to a pillar, alone and
quite helpless. We are encamped in the vicinity
or some such unlikely place, about
of
Army air base. Their
one mile from the
planes fly over us every five minutes. I am sure I
am nothing more than a shade to them.
The latest latrine-o-gram is that we will take
off for North Carolina after a short pause at
, for maneuvers against the First army
—quite a pleasant prospect, if true. If I have to
spend any more time in the field I'm afraid I will
spend the rest of my life pouring sand in my food,
mud in my bath water, rocks and stumps in my
bed, just so I can be comfortable.
(Note: The regimental latrine is the place where
all gossip as to armp policy, future movements of
troops, location of whorehouses (in many locales,
the army has closed all such houses as being det
rimental to the men), and the latest stories about
the lieutenant and the general, are to be had.
The men who make up the present army are
pretty much the victims of the high standard of
living that America has attained and boasted of.
Probably they are more conscious than any other
army in history of the deprivations of army life.
The soldiers themselves depend almost solely
011 the newspapers for news as to how their war
is progressing. Often they do not know when a
problem has ended. One of the preliminary
maneuvers in Louisiana was still being fought five
hours after it had been declared completed by the
army officials. —L.L.).
September 29, 1941A short note to say that we are back in camp.
We were surprised at 1:30 this morning and, af(Continued on page 26)
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John Goldsmith

The Unsuspecting Public
Mrs. Roger Griswold stood in front of the
vegetable department of Walton's market. The
vegetable department at Walton's projected about
five feet into the sidewalk, and Mrs. Griswold
was like an anchored bouy in the steady flow of
shoppers that drifted down the street. Occasional
ly a vagrant wave jolted her momentarily, but she
quickly regained her balance. Tall and rugged,
she waited proudly to be served.
Early in the morning the fruits and vegetables
had been arranged carefully on the sloping
shelves. Rows of oranges and lemons had pyra
mided into one another. Baskets of peaches and
plums had flanked a large square of melons which
formed the center of the whole display. Now,
at noon, the melons were jumbled with a few stray
oranges, and the original geometric exactness of
the display was gone.
Mrs. Griswold had been waiting several min
utes when Mickey Walton, the son of the pro
prietor, hurried up with a professional smile and
a halo of activity. "What will be today?" he
asked.
Mrs. Griswold stopped watching the passers-by
and obviously brought her mind down to the busi
ness at hand. Her face took on an expression that
was almost grim in its earnestness. "I want to get
a melon," she said.
In one stride Mickey had reached the shelf of
cantaloupe. Mrs. Griswold moved towards the
melons more slowly but no less purposefully. By
the time Mickey had selected a melon she was at
his side.
"Is it ripe?" she asked. Her voice was calm
and low, but the question was almost hostile in
its implications. Mickey grasped the melon in
both hands and pressed gently on the spot at
which the stem had been attached.
"It's fine," Mickey said. Without a word Mrs.
12

Griswold put out her hand, and Mickey handed
her the melon. She regarded it critically. She
weighed it in her right hand. Only when she lift
ed the melon to her nose to smell it did the set,
business-like expression on her face change. Twice
she inhaled audibly. Mickey watched with a
trace of apprehension.
Apparently the melon was ripe. Mrs. Gris
wold handed it back to Mickey; he took a small
paper bag from the shelf and placed the melon in
it. "That'll be twenty cents," Mickey said, wip
ing his hands on his apron. Mrs. Griswold open
ed her purse and handed Mickey a quarter.
"How is you mother now?" she asked solicitously.
"She's much better now thanks," Mickey said,
handing Mrs. Griswold her change. She nodded
her thanks, placed her package under her right
arm and joined the stream of shoppers. Mickey
went to wait on another customer.

J
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REMARKS ON THE RECENT PERFORMANCE OF

Captain Brassbound
Mr. Bernard Shaw is probably the "wordiest"
of dramatists. This is not to say that Mr. Shaw
does not have a great deal to say, not to say that
some of the dialogue is superfluous (but it is
...); only to say that Mr. Shaw, in writing about
Ideas, does not always consider his audience or
his future actors. This inconsideration, on one
side, is a positive advantage, for it makes Mr.Shaw
one of the most readable of the dramatists: by
allowing himself full play, he is able to develop
(in the broadest sense of that word) his Idea. But
on the other side it makes any one of his plays
something of an ordeal for both the audience and
the actors. An uncut version, say of Major Bar
bara, unless presented to a highly sophisticated
audience by a group of artist-actors (not just ac
tors), would be tedious and dull. It takes as
skillful an actress as Miss Wendy Hiller to make
Major Barbara anything but an interesting Idea
and even Miss Hiller is not always successful in
keeping the individual from being submerged by
the Idea. Briefly, Mr. Shaw's drama comes near
to being static unless it is relieved of its wordiness,
unless its Idea is allowed to proceed from the char
acters. The recent performance of Captain Brassbound's Conversion by the Kenyon actor group
was an admirable achievement in making Mr.
Shaw stageable.
Captain Brassbound is about Justice with a
capital J. And that is a precarious subject for
dramatist and actor; either can get out of hand.
But Mr. Shaw stays in hand (in this particular
play) and it remains for the actors to do the same.
The actor who can make a reference to the ermine
and wigs of English Justice and keep from being
heated or banal is good. The overtones in Mr.
Shaw are what count in the end. And it is the
skill with which Mrs. McGowan handled her
overtones, the way she said, in reference to Sir
Hallam's telling only part of the truth, "Oh,
that's because of his training as a barrister," that
made the recent performance a success. The role
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of Lady Cicely is one that a bad actress could run
away with. A bad actress could have stolen the
stage by being, quite simply, so ubiquitous that
the audience could see no-one else. But Mrs. McGowan's Lady Cicely was real, present and not
ubiquitous. It was a fine performance.
Mr. Anderson as Captain Brassbound was
swashbuckling in the manner of Mr. Errol Flynn
(and that is not to criticize either of the gentle
men). Mr. Anderson was not entirely successful
in avoiding the Idea. In spots he became less a
revengeful young man, more a tool of Mr. Shaw's,
a tool that showed up the English ermine and wig.
But those instances were rare. His was a good
performance.
As to the minor characters . . . Mr. Shaw does
his best in the way of writing actable drama when
he writes his minor characters. Often it is diffi
cult to estimate the dramatis personae for just that
reason (Major Barbara is a fine example. In the
hands of artist-actors, the minor characters dom
inate the stage). Mr. Drinkwater in Captain
Brassbound is good Shaw. He is at once a foil
and a real character, an individual within the
action and a type within the Idea. It is a diffi
cult part dramatically and linguistically (if the
two can be separated) for it requires some pro
ficiency at the cockney dialect. Mr. William Lum's
dialect was good, but at the sacrifice of the drama
of Mr. Drinkwater. So, too, with Mr. Nichol's
Rev. Rankin. Mr. Fitzsimmons was the embodi
ment of English justice.
The performance was only poor in those places
where Mr. Shaw had to be left "wordy" and only
then and because of that. They would be skillful
artists who could get through the final speeches of
Lady Cicely and Captain Brassbound without los
ing command of the audience, without sacrificing
the individuality of their characters to Mr. Shaw's
Idea.
—LeRoy Leatherman.
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Walter Elder

Saturday Afternoon
There were a hundred, a thousand, a million
people waiting for me to jump a hundred and
fifty feet into a small pool, a large barrel. As I
stretched out my arms and stepped toward the
end of the diving board my father drove out of
the yard and turned down the road toward Rem
ington. On the other side of the schoolhouse the
road went toward Washington. I wanted to go
so that I could watch the side of the road go by at
a hundred and fifty miles an hour on the backs
of the headlights. I liked to try to grab the weeds
along the side of the road, and I liked to watch
the streets in Washington narrow until the rows
of cars came out of each other. Last Saturday he
had taken me with him, and I had waited in the
car while he was in the hardware store. I breathed
on the windows, drew pictures in the steam with
my fingers and put my foot marks on the win
dows in back, and I knew that he would hit me
for doing it. I closed all the windows to keep
the air out so that I could die, and I tried to hold
my breath. I sweat very much and got sleepy.
Then I was sick on the floor in back, and he hit
me for that.
The shiny rail burned my foot, and I fell on
the cinders beside the railroad track. I closed my
right hand, and I held a sharp stone axe to kill a
dinosaur, a sub-machine gun to shoot a twistedfaced Chicago gunman, a hand grenade to wipe
out a German machine gun nest. The two men
who were looking along the track weren't watch
ing. A crow whisked his shadow over my up
turned face and cawed. The caw was the signal
for G-8 and his squadron to dive and shoot down
the supervulture which German scientists had de
veloped to beat the Allies. The crow crashed in
flames behind the row of sycamores across the
river.

perfect called third strike which ended the World
Series for the winning Cincinnati Reds, and I
climbed on the shoulders of the fans to be known
as a hero. Get the hell off the signal rods. All
right, and I got the hell off the signal rods. They
had just been painted and cinders stuck to the
soles of my feet. Our back door banged, and my
mother was telling me at the dinner table to stay
away from the railroad, to stop playing with my
food, to take my feet off the chair, to stay around
the yard until she had the cake ready to take over
to the church.
I ducked down and crawled on my hands and
knees until the bank of the railroad was high
enough to hide me from the house. Then I ran
toward the river bank, jumped over the top of
the sandy slope, and slid on my butt down to the
edge of the water, broke the Olympic record for
bobsledding at the Lake Placid course. My
mother was at the finish line, and she said, "Never
mind about the seat of your pants." Water was
going over the dam several inches deep, and three
ships were caught in the whirlpool off the coast
of Norway to the left of where I was sitting. My
father was captain of the largest one, and he was
lashed to the wheel with his pipe splitting the
wind. The water made a roaring sound, and the
three boats went around and around while I held a
bomb in my hand. I threw the rock just before
the sticks got to the center, and my father's ship

I hit a pole across the tracks with a cinder for a
14
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rocked toward the dam, the hardware store, the
end of the world. His hands were clasped be
hind his back, and he sailed on without moving
to thank me for saving him.
A catfish, a submarine below the dam jumped
up, and the circles of the splash started for the
shore of China on the other side of the river.
China has a population of five hundred million,
the capital is Peking, and the principal industries
are—are—pirates. That's right, and your geog
raphy grade is eight-eight, not forty-eight. I
started to get up, and my pants ripped some more
at the seam in the back. I got a ninety in a spelling
test once. A-C ac K-N-O-W-L knowl E-D-G-E
edge acknowledge, accent on the second. I lay
back and watched the clouds move against the
sycamore tree, and then the sycamore tree moved
against the clouds. I made the sound of the wa
ter going over the dam get louder and louder, and
I narrowed my eyes to shut out the telegraph wires
along the railroad. An ant bit my arm, and I
jumped up and stretched as high and as tight as I
could. I tried to feel like I had the time when I
was climbing the apple tree and my foot slipped
off and I tried to pull myself up to the limb with
my hands and arms. I turned around and around
as fast as I could and lay down again as the river,
the dam, the clouds, and the sycamore rocked
back and forth and almost made a complete circle.
I had a headache and put my head between my
knees. My mother held my hand, pushed my
hair back and asked me not to die. She told me
that she would leave the key out of the lock when
she was giving my sister a bath in the bathroom,
and she gave me the magazine where I had traced
the women's breasts in the ads.
I sat up and looked at the water, and a stick,
a man in a barrel went over Niagara Falls. There
were spikes on the inside of the barrel, and he was
pulled out to die in the arms of a girl who had
yellow curls and no face. Our back door banged,
and my mother was giving me a whole chocolate
cake as I lay in the hammock with bandages all
over me. A car went over the bridge, and my
father threw the cake to the chickens. The ban
dages disappeared, and he said, "Now young man,
did you use my good cane to play hockey with?" I
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gave him a cane with a perfectly smooth crook
and head, and mother went back to make another
cake. The bandages were back on my head. A
truck went over the bridge, and I sat up and slid
untiTmy shoe was in the water.
I took off my shoe and the rest of my clothes
and got ready to dive for the sunken treasure. The
water was muddy and cold, and I threw chips in
to watch them drop over the dam. My body float
ed toward the dam, and my father stood on the
bank talking to a man in front of the hardware
store. Then I was over the dam, and my hand
showed twice above the water. I ran down the
bank so that I could climb on the trainbridge and
watch myself drown. I climbed up and looked
down at myself as I walked sideways out to the
middle of the bridge. I was really looking up
at myself, and I bent over to laugh at the way .
I looked from down there without any clothes on.
Then I remembered that I had drowned.
My body was wrapped around the pole hold
ing the bridge, and the ties which went crosswise
just under the water kept me from sinking. I was
lying on my back, and my face was gone. The
front of my head was covered with water, with
seaweed, was smiling, kept changing. It was my
body all right. There was my vaccination on my
left arm, the tape on my big toe, the mole on my
thigh. I looked very beautiful, and all the people
who came to see me cried. Except my father. A
long line of people was carrying me to the house
where my mother stood at the back door wiping
her hands on her apron. Jimmy was crying, and
Reverend Adams was leaning on his pulpit with
his face pulled down toward the ground.
I heard a train coming, and I grabbed the out
side of the wood support to wait for it to go by.
The sound hit me hard as the engine came across
the bridge, and then the noise wasn't any different
except when one of the cars was longer than the
other. Each car made a noise at the beginning
and end as it went by. The bridge shook, and I
grabbed the pole very tight until the train had
gone around the curve by the signal tower. My
skin was stinging from the hot air and the cinders,
(Continued on page 19)
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D. L. Posner

Portraits 3, 4, 5,
The Shuttle
(3)
"No observer of these sad days, when Henry
did daily penance at Becket's tomb, believed
the king would ever recover from the shock."
When wanderers steer by conscience to the fen,
Wildly the marsh murmurs, it has caught them.
Night cannot comfort, now, these strange men
Who ask her in their sorrow, where is autumn;
The time that westward leaves shall, twisted,
pass
Less than dust above a watcher's head.
But the fury of little boys cools on the grass,
Victorian as an ode to the thoughtless dead;
O short are the seasons and short is love and
short
Is the forest of living whose sleepy birds sing
till their tongue,
Like the clock, has ticked into silence. And told
or untaught,
The heart in its heart's grief stays so briefly
young:
Leases its home to strangers who have knives,
Bleeds and would redden the stars with its
malady,
If tomorrow's hands were not planning to
shuffle the gyves
In the manifold gait of our mortality.

Refrain
(4)
"All France sang Te Deums when the king re
covered from his illness and when he married
his Polish princess Maria Leczinska."
Have you heard that the king has given his
harlot
Gold and a golden gown?
16

Long, long the queen must pace the court
And watch the stars go down.
O pity the lady who prays the road
To bring a monarch home;
And finds that palaces are weak
And painted boys will roam.
But she and Lot's wife shall have stone
In common by tomorrow,
And earth will rest the lovely bone
That once walked white with sorrow.

Birthright

(5)
"Charles's dying request to his brother, ac
cording to Burnet and Evelyn, was 'Don't let
poor Nelly starve.' But neither parliament nor
the king's relatives were particularly concerned
over Miss Gwyn's future."
Lovely ladies should be countesses;
Deep, the comfortable sleep of them forgets
How in the haunting mirror hands
And heaven both grow old

Rain that comforts madame swathed
10
her room,
Chills the streets with spectre-sharp regrets,
Grief is water; till sherry commands,
When dying queens are cold.
i

There is no island for a simple prayer.
The sea takes a thousand slaves, has twenty
daughters;
Hunger, like a pirate, brings women to his
slaughters,
Ajid usually leaves them there.
HIKA for

was elephantine and soft in the late brown sky.
The girl in the cage rose and rose after the lessen
ing fat bag.
She swung smaller and smaller into the sky
without clouds. Everyone on the ground stood
and everyone watched above. It was a grey round
blot with a daub of white in the middle. It was
nothing but a mark on the sky. Then, as the wind
swung it westward, it was seen to be the long,
pear-shaped silhouette of a balloon with a small
white figure hanging by ropes at its end. It was
against the low sun. People all over the grounds
stopped to look up at it. People all over the city
ran out into their back yards, and leaned out of
their kitchen windows to watch. Out on the lake,
the steamer's band stopped playing and everyone
gathered at the rail of the top deck, while the
captain, who had seen the same thing capsize a
former boat, watched them with worry, over his
shoulder.
The wind pushed the shape higher and over
toward the lake. Why doesn't she jump?
Suddenly, faintly seen, like a drop of rain water

The Ascent Toward Heaven
(Continued from page 7)
"Ladies and Gentlemen," he said, "this is the
29th death-defying jump of Miss Rosie O'Dare
the brave young lady you see here before you.
This spectacle is absolutely free. As a testimony
of our appreciation, let us give the young lady an
ovation."
There was some clapping from the crowd. Miss
O'Dare gave them a dull glance and picked up
the tangled ropes.
"All right," she said.
The gray men loosed the balloon a little and
hastily threw buckets of water on the fire. The
balloon jumped up and the fire died in its own
smoke.
The girl stepped inside the rope and bar net
which now appeared to be a kind of cage to hold
her.
The crowd moved forward, entranced, looking
at the girl. The man in black waved his left arm
and the four men, each at a rope, pulled and un
wound until the balloon floated slowly free. It
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from a cloud, she fell. Breaths held. Quiet was all
over the park. She dropped.
The parachute opened and hung in the air,
settling. The people in the field groaned to
gether at once as the parachute unaccountably
dipped and lifted itself away from the still-drop
ping figure. There must be some mistake.
They could not follow her. But, off the ground,
low but still safe, another hemisphere of silk
bulged above the lake. You could hear the air
from people's throats.
The shape drifted down and down. The man
who sold tickets for canoes, and rowboats to rent
at the lake edge saw her coming toward him. He
saw her kicking legs, her white suit, the ribbed
float above her, but she was coming fast.
Before she hit, he saw her bright cheekbones,
her rectangular chin like a spade and her un
naturally dark eyes in the motionless face.
An hour later he was in the Lakeside Bar, drink
ing a glass of beer. He said to his friend, the
man who ran the weight-guessing concession by
the picnic grounds, "She hit hard, by God she hit
hard. And just a girl at that."
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Saturday Afternoon

Champagne

(Continued from page 15)
and I could taste smoke in my mouth.
I saw my mother standing at the back door
with a box in her hands, and I knew that she could
see the trainbridge. She could see that I was on
the bridge, that I had taken my clothes off, and
my father would hit me when she told him what
I had done. I climbed down from the bridge and
ran to get my clothes. I would go up the river
and get Jurgy's boat and get Jimmy and go down
to Culpeper. I would tell her that I had forgot
ten about taking the cake over to the church, that
I was on the bridge because the men working
along the railroad had asked me to get their lunch
buckets for them, and I had taken my clothes off
so that I woudn't get them wet if I fell in. I tied
my shoe and wished that I had really drowned. I
couldn't go to Culpeper because my father would
hit me if 1 didn't get to supper on time, and I
couldn't run away because I didn't know what was
beyond Culpeper. I couldn't go through town
because Jimmy's mother would see me and she
would tell my mother. I would go up to the rock
cliff until dark, and then I could say that I had
gone to sleep in the barn and I had forgotten
about the things I had to do this afternoon.
My mother was standing at the top of the bank
as I straightened up, and she was laughing at me
because I know that I looked very scared. She
asked me to take the cake to the church and to get
her some sugar at the store and she didn't say
anything about the trainbridge, or my clothes, or
anything.
The crowd cheered as I jumped off to an early
lead in the Boston marathon, as I carried the
message through shell fire to General Pershing.
My Mother called me and said, How did you tear
your pants? The firing was too loud, the crowd
was too close and noisy, and I sprinted to fall into
the dugout, to pass the favorite in the last ten
yards.
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The Daylight Lady
(Continued from page 6)

I
i

herself sideways into the narrow space beside him.
She heard Clarice say,
"Did anyone see it last night?"
and the voice sounded thin, weak, as if it had
come over an interminable space. She lay for a
moment feeling the wool of his coat against her
arm, then realized the bottle caps were cutting
into her legs. She raised her head up carefully
until it touched the ceiling, brought her arms up
from her side, and, with her feet braced against
the back wall, began to push him sideways toward
the edge of the stack. She could hear Clarice
breathing. There was just enough room between
the case and the ceiling to roll him. Once his
coat caught on a bottle cap, she was afraid he
wouldn't move any farther, she pulled her arms
back, lunged them toward him, there was a ter-

rible ripping sound, and he rolled over on his
back. She did not look at his face. Then she
called to Clarice,
"You had better move. I'll have to let hiir
fall."
Clarice unlocked the door carefully, stooc
aside to let Charlotte out, followed her, the
locked the door again. They stood close to eac
other looking at the glass. A big jagged piece nea
the curb held the light.
Charlotte said,
"Will you give me the key? I want to com
back tonight."
"Is it safe? . . . Don't you want me to com<
. . . No, you would rather come alone."
She handed Charlotte the key and they walke(
away.

— For Christmas Vacation —
Take a trip to the beautiful south west to one of the finest guest ranches in
the world — Beautiful Horses, Excellent Food, Swimming, Mexican Dances,
and Real life on a real Ranch—nestled in the Mountains of Southern Arizona
and the picturesque border town of Nogales.

SOUTH
OF THE
SUN

CIRCLE Z RANCH

DOWN
MEXICO
WAY

PATAGONIA, ARIZONA
Ranch folders will be put in your fraternity parlors; see what a paradise in
Ranch Life is like
Write for complete information to Mr. Lee Zinzmeister, owner,
Circle Z Ranch Co., Patagonia, Ariz.
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Order Now
College Outline Series
35 titles In stock, including:

Office Suppliers to
Kenyan College

GELSANLITER'S

Bacteriology —
History of Europe, 1500-1848
History of Europe, 1815-1940
Political Science
General Psychology
Outlines of Shakespeare's Plays
Principles of Sociology
First Year Chemistry
First Year Physics
Anatomy
History of Latin America
How to Write Better Examinations

$1.25
.75
.75
.75
.75
1.00
1.00
1.00
.75
1.25
1.25
.25

Mail your order today, including State Tax with
your remittance to:

133 S. Main Street

The Burrows Brothers Co.
633 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

MT. VERNON, OHIO

CAFE
MONACO
For the Best Continental Food
Try the famous Monaco Spaghetti with
Frank's Sauce.

TYPEWRITERS

THE NEXT TIME YOU'RE IN CLEVELAND DROP
IN AT MONACO'S RESTAURANT IN THE HANNA

Sold, Repaired, and Bought

BLDG. AND MEET FRANK.

Other Kenyon Men will be there

NOVEMBER, 1941
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From Endpapers In
"Sons and Lovers"
A good house set apart in/a poor street/windows
like big eyes/opened in surprise
knowabout the door pushing/first out/ Earth
to earth I commit
I never have to laugh/because I'm always laugh
ing

!

»•

?!

I 111

6:00 background music/all the things coming to
crash/worst taken/eyes hurt/cross/then the va
guest and the deepest/nothing quite real/hate my
self for building sneer around us/particularly the
mountains/swelling/organ chords
I made a notation of the number of Betas/every
one of them opened from the top/not a hole
Let's flip/Odd man takes the nickel and odd man
asks/
Yiu hurd me/it ain't even Purty
Something in me that'll/always be you/you put
it/there what? have/been contemptuous of words
meaning nothing/but OK NOT I, but you, give/
so much to give/need you
I'll have a ruit beer

JOHN ZUCCARO
FRUIT CO.
SUPPLIERS TO KENYON COLLEGE

Wholesale Fruit and
Produce

MT. VERNON, OHIO

The New PAINT POT and
MT. VERNON RADIO CO.
Now One and the Same Store
RADIOS

A

THESHER PAINT
CROSLEY SHELVADOR
REFRIGERATORS
APEX WASHERS
RANGES

&

Now The
MT. VERNON RADIO & PAINT
CO. — Orange Front at
204 S. Main St.
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Out On A Promontory
(Continued from page 3)

WATCH THIS AD

way. I still trembled and gasped now and then as
you do when you stifle all emotion. As I turned
to go, I apologized again and I saw him even in

THE COLLEGE SHOP WILL FEATURE
AT REDUCED RATES

the darkness with a kind of a leer. Or was I
unnerved? I said goodbye and then I rushed up
the stairs.

Monthly Specials
For November —

That night I left for good, although I had
planned to stay there another year. But then, I
shouldn't think about it. It makes me so queer.
Why did I ever leave? Yet nothing could force
me back. I really should think of something else.
I was shaking and crying again. Now I would
think of something pleasant just before I went to
sleep. I was so tired. Suddenly I was walking
on the cold beach and the sun was hidden by a
cloud. Out on the rock promontory stood a man.

DANCE WEEK-END FAVORS
For Fraternities and
Individuals
Dress Suit and Accessory
Rentals
at

The Kenyon College Shop

(9. 99. (Dietrich
jewelers lo Q(enyon ((solLege

• £&

• (Walche,

• (Dratemily & (Dance ofpeciallie*
• Q^alch ((Repair

29 (S. ^Jamlter ofl.

NOVEMBER, 1941

• Snyrariny

C91one:

340
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Open An Account
Compliments of the

AT THE

DOCTORS and DENTISTS

SHELL SERVICE

of Mt. Vernon

OTTO SHAFFER

PHYSICIANS:
.. 13 E. High St.

Dr. J. C. Drake

51 E. Public Sq.

Dr. R. L. Eastman

... 13 E. High St.

Dr. H. C. Johnson
II

1

MANAGER

Dr. J. L. Baube

GAMB1ER, OHIO

300 N. Mulberry St.

Dr. J. F. Lee

4 Public Sq.

Dr. H. W. Miller

..... Box 326

Dr. J. M. Pumphrey

100 N. Main St.

Dr. Gordon Pumphrey .....

100 N. Main St.

Dr. O. W. Rapp

.. 8 S. Gay St.

Dr. C. B. Tramont

.. 9 E. High St.

Senior and Junior Picture Enlargements

FOR SALE

ANDREW STOFAN STUDIO
OBERLIN, OHIO

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIANS:
Dr. J. L. Koch

Gelsanliter Bldg.

OUR AGENTS ON THE HILL

The Reveille Staff
DENTISTS:
Dr. G. E. Deeley
Dr. G. K. Harmstead

Cooper Bldg. Pub. Sq.
Kresge Bldg.

Dr. J. F. Minnich

.. 13 E. High St.

Dr. L. S. Reynard

Ill S. Main St.

Dr. J. S. Schnebly
1st. Knox Nat'l Bank Bldg.
Dr. R. A. Tarr .... Over Knox Co. Sav. Bank

The Isaly Dairy Store
109 S. Main Street
MT. VERNON. OHIO

ICE CREAM
DAIRY PRODUCTS

CHIROPODISTS:
Dr. W. K. Claypool Room 112, Kresge Bldg.

LUNCHEON and
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

Welcome Kenyon Men
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Charlie was a football star,
a grandstand gad was h,
And everywhere that Charlie
went
the gals were sure io be.
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One day as Charlie turned his ear
the cheering crowd ta hear—
,fThat's not far you" the umpire
cried,
"they want Berghoff Beer!':

f-

V
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PS
.

BERGHOFF BREWING CORP., FORT WAYNE, IND.
•,

Letters

Ken Dalby's
CLEANING & PRESSING SERVICE
ONE DAY SERVICE
•

CALL FOR AND DELIVER

M

GUARANTEED SATISFACTION
MODERN FACTORY CLEANING
EXPERT PRESSING & SERVICE

GENERAL DRY CLEANERS
Mt. Vernon

COMPLIMENTS OF

fKokosing Restaurant
GAMBIER, OHIO

Compliments of

THE PEOPLES BANK
GAMBIER, OHIO

Member of Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
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(Continued from page 11)
ter a quick breakfast, started back. We arrived
here about 6:30 a.m. and plunged immediately
into the necessary work. I had a nap just after
noon, then had a hot shower and shaved with hot
water. It is wonderful to be back. There have
been several new improvements here ... a recrea
tion hall and a marvelous little chapel.
October 3, 1941.
"Morale" is an unknown word at times in this
army. At the crucial moment, when the troops go
into action, the phrase "morale is high" is mean
ingless. It is amazing to see what the men will go
through when there is an opportunity to show
what they are made of . . . miles of marching
through rain and mud, without a complaint;
hours of marching and fighting without food or
sleep; hours of crawling on their stomachs
through brier patches and mud; and any number
of remarkable things for men whose morale is so
often questioned. It is during the periods of in
activity, or rather during the periods when the
troops are forced to follow the dull, ancient rou
tine of the army that the question of morale enters.
(Note: An organization like the U. S. O. is virt
ually impotent to combat these periods when the
men are not functioning as an army, merely as
machines. It is all very well to have dances for
them, but those dances inevitably are attended by
ten times as many soldiers as by "patriotic maids."
What the men want most is a chance to be back
again as a part of their former life, to be in the
"high standard of living" again. The U. S. O.
cannot hope to help them.
As a general rule, the men are given no chance
to practice their own interests in those periods
when they are idle. There is an instance of a
nationally famous song writer in one of the Lou
isiana camps who has been trying to aid in the
solution of the problem by giving a series of musi
cal comedies to be participated in by the soldiers
themselves. He has received no help or encour
agement from the army officials. Instead he is
kept in a Quartermaster Company, where he can
be nothing more than a soldier.—L.L.)
HIKA for

The Mount Vernon
Coca-Cola
Bottling Company

THE MOTIVE POWER
YOUR advertising, like a train of
cars without an engine, will run
on a level track a certain distance
on its own momentum, when it
will stop. Your business, without
advertising, will run a certain
time, but will come to a stop com
pared with your competitor's
business who does advertise.
W. A. Meeks

M The drink
/jif

that

everybody
knows

5

Color Printing — Annuals — Job Printing

c

The Manufacturing Printers Co.

COCA-COLA EOT. CO,

18 N. Main Since 1924
Mount Vernon, Ohio

Get a Carton Today
506 W. VINE ST.
PHONE 256

PHONE 720

Take "Time Out

//

It's Football Time.
BOYS WILL BE FOOTBALL PLAYERS! AND
TODAY THE GAME BEGINS AT THE TABLE
WITH PLENTY OF JEWELL DAIRY PRODUCTS
TO BUILD THOSE SOUND, STURDY BODIES SO
NECESSARY IN FOOTBALL AS WELL AS IN
THE GAME OF LIVING.

JEWELL ICE CREAM & MILK CO.

OCTOBER, 1941
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THE G-STRING MURDERS, by Gypsy Rose Lee.
Simon & Schuster, $2.00.
In a sense it is useless to write a review of
this book. Pregnant smiles and raised eyebrows
have already gone the rounds, and apparently
some quality implicit in the authoress or in her
profession has guaranteed that it is no more than
an unusually well bound Spicy detective mystery.
It is, then, quite useless to say that such is not the
case.
The G-String Murders is a murder mystery. It
has all the earmarks of a murder mystery. People
are killed, and for several chapters everything is
confused. At the right moment, or at least fairly
near it, the hero realizes how stupidly he has been
behaving and proceeds to clear matters up. The
narrative, although not exceptionally good, is a
great deal better than that of some "classic mys
teries" that I have read, and certainly strangula
tion with a G-String is no more brutal a method of
murder than is slicing the head from the body and
standing the head in the middle of the cardroom,
as was the case in the last mystery that I read.
Nevertheless the narrative is relatively unim
portant. The value of the book lies in its por
trait of Burlesque. Burlesque has long been one
of those things nice people haven't talked about.
Mothers who now encourage their children to
listen to Baby Snooks would have paled at the
thought of their being entertained by Fanny Brice
in her pre-Ziegfield days. Burlesque never deserved
to be neglected.
Miss Lee knows Burlesque, and she knows
how to describe it. Her picture of The Old
Opera Theatre is immensely interesting, and her
characters are much too well drawn for a murder
mystery. Morever she has managed a sense of
humor, and this has been the downfall of many
a professional humorist.
The book is not nice. Some readers who have
been persuaded to read the book by the exception
ally good press that it has received will cry out in
horror at the nasty dialogue. This dialogue, from
an objective point of view, is one of the most im
portant aspects of Miss Lee's style. It is complete
ly natural, and even decollete, as it says on the
dust-cover. To those who do cry out in horror, I
say only that it is a good thing that novels about
college life are not written in the current idiom.
JOHN ALAN GOLDSMITH
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Dance Week-enders
PLAN A BOWLING PARTY AT

GRAM AC'S
BOWLING ALLEYS
BOWLING MORNING, NOON,
AND NIGHT
Come in and
Really Enjoy Yourself

DRINK

Tpsi'lSkA
BIGGER and BETTER
Case or Carton . . .
Home or Fountain . . .
It's Always the Best . . .
TRY A BOTTLE TODAY

Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co.
MT. VERNON, OHIO

HIKA foi

DANCE WEEK-END CORSAGES

WILLIAMS
FLOWER SHOP
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"Say It With Flowers —
— Say It With Ours"
BOB PENINGTON
(OUR AGENT ON THE HILL)

_
Compliment# of

The KENYON BOOK SHOP
MRS. A. EASTMAN, Manager

Compliments of

LESTER'S CLOTHING
STORE

'Hi

KAYWOODIE !5

SHOP AT ONE
OFOHIO'S
OLDEST
STORES

\

g

A

W

RUGS
CURTAINS
DRAPERIES
FLOOR COVERINGS
GIFTS MAILED HOME
FRATERNITY JEWELRY AND FAVORS
COMPLETE WOMEN'S & MISSES' DEPTS.

The Shellcraft's outer bowl is imported
briar, sandblasted. The softer parts of the
briar have been blown away—the hard
graining remains, standing out in bold
relief. This heat and sand treatment in
creases the natural porosity of the briar,
reduces the weight of the pipe. Then this
unusually porous, rugged outer bowl is
fitted with an inner bowl of fine Meer
schaum, one of the coolest and lightest
smoking materials known to pipe making.
Result: your Shellcraft Kaywoodie is ex
traordinarily light in weight—and cool
smoking from the first puff.
Here you see a giant im
ported briar burl cut in cross
section to show the "prime
segment from which
'>. cut"
Kaywoodie pipes are made.
• Only this prime cut pro| duces pipes with the sweetsmoking qualities of Kay
woodie pipes.

KAYWOODIE COMPANY
New York and London
©1941, KAYWOODIE CO.

[

In New York
630 Fifth Ave.
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MARJORIE WOODWORTH
Chesterfield's Girl of the Monlk

%

in the Hal Roach hit

"All-American Co-ed"

tV-

Lj

••J

a United Artists Release

\

lass around the Chesterfields ami
it's pleasure time for everybody ... smoking
pleasure that only the right combination of
the worlds best cigarette tobaccos can giveyOIL
Chesterfields make good friends ... they're
milder, definitely better-tasting and cooler-smoking. Everybody who smokes them likes them.

Copyright 1941, LIGGETT & Mms TOBACCO CO.
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